Abstract

Robotic systems perform various tasks using image processing techniques. This paper proposes a fuzzy logic controlled robotic system for person follower behavior in an indoor environment. The robot platform used here is from National Instruments which has 120 degree rotating ultrasonic sensor and a Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO). The board has a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device and real time controller which is interfaced to an Internet Protocol (IP) camera. The robot motion is controlled using a fuzzy logic based algorithm. Higher momentum and soft control are some benefits of using fuzzy logic controller when compared to binary logic, as it assigns variable speeds to wheels. The image captured from the camera is processed using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) method and the ultrasonic sensor is used to measure the distance, avoid the obstacles. The design is done using NI-LabVIEW and the experimental results of this approach shows fast response of the robot to follow a person in a smooth manner.
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1. Introduction

The problem of person following autonomous mobile robots using optimal paths through environments cluttered with obstacles has attracted much research interest. The use of Fuzzy control for smooth motion of mobile robot avoiding the erratic effects while taking intelligent decisions is a well known fact. Also the usage of image processing techniques for person following can be found in literature. The important capability that needs to be possessed by a service robot when required to complete some human-allied tasks is person following. The ability to automatically determine clash-free paths in the presence of obstacles is a vital one for a mobile robot.

The design a fuzzy logic system for an obstacle avoidance algorithm for a path planning in unknown environment for a mobile robot is proposed in\(^2\), an angular velocity control for left and right wheels was implemented by a fuzzy logic system. A binary logic OCR based person follower is proposed by\(^1\). A fuzzy inference system is developed and used as a controller to provide decisions achieving smooth and safe person-following behavior using laser range finder\(^{10}\). A simple fuzzy logic controller is presented in\(^4\) which searches target and plans the path with obstacle avoidance. The robot following a target person robustly using a laser range finder is discussed in\(^5\). An algorithm for mobile robot path planning to move in a freely spaced self-service canteen environment is presented in\(^6\). To solve the robot navigation, a priority-based behavior fuzzy logic control was proposed by\(^7\). Vision-based person following with a mobile robot using the Binocular Sparse Feature Segmentation algorithm is presented in\(^11\). A new reactive planning algorithm was proposed by\(^8\) for mobile robot navigation in unknown environments. For object based navigation a real time and robust recursive line extraction algorithm was introduced.
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by9. The design and simulation of fuzzy-logic based algorithms for mobile robots for avoiding obstacles and reaching a pre-defined target point in an unknown environment is presented in". The different methods were presented in12 for mobile robot tracking and following of a fast-moving person in outdoor unstructured and possibly dynamic environment.

The major problem for the real-time hardware implementation of intelligent robots is the requirement of fast and complex computations. The alternative approach is using an ASIC implementation, which is very expensive and does not have reconfigurability feature. The introduction of the powerful Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) does have become alternative in some context. It proved to be an effective tool for real-time hardware implementation of complex tasks and played a key role in a variety of engineering fields such as image processing, control, signal processing, and the like13.

Robotic mapping in dynamic environments with regard to hardware-efficient schemes for autonomous robotic exploration and planning is discussed in14. The important issue for a robot exploring in unknown environments is active map learning. The learning of accurate map models in practical is limited by many factors. A fuzzy logic controller for mobile robot path control for shooting action of soccer robot was presented in15. A humanoid service robot for following people using the Continuous Real-time Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning method was proposed by16. An agent with full perceptual capability and limited auditory for human-human interaction along a given path is proposed by17. A computationally intelligent control algorithm proposed by18 in which the recognition methods use segmentation and classification of detected regions of interests with a thermal vision camera.

This paper proposes an algorithm on FPGA based fuzzy logic control for the person-following case in order to achieve smoothness in motion of the mobile robot. It uses an IP Camera mounted on a DaNI Robot platform to perceive the characters on the person’s uniform and follow them in a smooth motion while keeping a safe distance from that person. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the parts of the Robot platform and the fuzzy control based proposed algorithm. Section 3 presents the fuzzy membership functions. Test results carried out using NI-Embedded FPGA Robotic platform are described in Section 4. Conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Proposed Algorithm-Robot Platform

2.1 Main Thoughts

The Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO–9632) based robot is equipped with one steering ultrasonic sensor in the frontend without affecting echo errors from multiple obstacles, like reflection of floor and top of the indoor environment. The mobile robot motion is assumed to be in an indoor environment. Ultrasonic sensor is used since they have a cone-shaped beam angle of approximately 22°.

An Axis made IP camera is placed in appropriate manner at a suitable height on the Robot front as shown in Figure 1 and is connected to a wireless router. The camera captures the lower side real time images of the person to be followed, sends to the SBRIO, also to a laptop through the wireless router. The captured image pattern is matched with the standard images using OCR and the output character string is sent to the controller unit designed for navigation of Robot. A minimum distance is kept between the mobile robot and the person to be followed.

This paper proposes an algorithm on FPGA based fuzzy logic control for the person-following case in order to achieve smoothness in motion of the mobile robot. It uses an IP Camera mounted on a DaNI Robot platform to perceive the characters on the person’s uniform and follow them in a smooth motion while keeping a safe distance from that person. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the parts of the Robot platform and the fuzzy control based proposed algorithm. Section 3 presents the fuzzy membership functions. Test results carried out using NI-Embedded FPGA Robotic platform are described in Section 4. Conclusion is given in Section 5.

Figure 1. IP camera interfaced DaNI Robot platform.

The mobile robot periodically explores the environment starting from image pattern detection, following the person based on the commands from the FPGA and also checks the status of the sensor if any obstacle is detected. The hardware implementation of robotic exploration is done in the FPGA. The template characters which are on the person’s uniform are ‘HI’, ‘L’, ‘R’. The template HL is used for forward movement, L for turning left and R for turning right.
2.2 Flowchart

The algorithmic flow chart of person follower behavior is shown in Figure 2. A fuzzy control based approach for autonomous robot follower is developed and implemented on NI’s SBRIO which is a two wheel differential drive mobile robot. The ultrasonic sensor mounted on a servomotor which can sweep through a 120° frontal area, can sense the obstacles up to a maximum distance of 3m.

The images captured from camera on Robot are compared with the character images stored in the memory using OCR. The Robot follows the person if the image ‘HL’ is detected. The speed control is based on the input and output fuzzy sets discussed in section 3. If the person takes right direction, then right template ‘R’ is matched, the robot takes a right turn based on fuzzy sets. And if the person takes left direction, then left template ‘L’ is matched, the robot moves forward for the minimum distance and the wheel rotates left as per fuzzy rules.

3. Fuzzy Control

The main problem in robot navigation is the need to handle with the large amount of improbability. The advantage of fuzzy is its ability to use the common sense reasoning to describe complex systems. The response of a very complex system in a simple manner can be instinctively described by creating a range of fuzzy sets for input-output variables and generating a simple rule based matrix by using fuzzy logic.

The design of fuzzy controller uses four input variables for rotation and speed control of motors as shown in Figure 3. Here X is the distance from the sensor and HL/L/R are the discrete value inputs. These inputs and outputs variable fuzzy membership functions are given in Figure 4.

The input values on x-axis for L/R/HL are normalized to the range of -10 to 10 and 0 to 3 for the ultrasonic sensor. Similarly the output values on x-axis are normalized in the range of -10 to 10 for the direction of rotation of the motor.
wheels and 0 to 3 for the speed of motors. The figure 6 shows the graphical design developed in LabVIEW using various modules.

The graphical design shown in Figure 6 is first simulated in LabVIEW and then implemented on FPGA. The image capturing is set using live feed from camera. The initialization of image references is done using the loaded OCR character set and is stored in the memory.

The Fuzzy Rules set are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Fuzzy rule sets.](image)

Figure 6. Graphical Design in Labview for Fuzzy controllers.
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Figure 7. Start position and OCR output, Robot takes a Right turn for ‘R’ and then following ‘HL’

### 4. Test Results

The test results are shown as sequence of snapshots taken during the experiment in Figure 7. They represents the movement and the directions of the robot. Here the person to be followed is considered as a patient. The Figure 7 shows the initial position of Robot and once the OCR string ‘HL’ is detected, it follows the person. It takes right turn based on the fuzzy rule set, when ‘R’ is detected. The wheel rotation is smoother when fuzzy control is used. Thus it follows the person avoiding obstacles using the ultrasonic sensor which rotates +60 to -60 degrees.

### 5. Conclusion

The lower processing time is achieved using the developed fuzzy logic based algorithm for person following and is intelligent in processing sensor data, matching the character in image using OCR. The fuzzy controller
does parallel processing in terms of collision avoidance and template recognition. The mobile robot avoids jerky effects when fuzzy logic is used. The experiments conducted shows that the soft control and higher momentum are the benefits of fuzzy logic when compared to binary logic.
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